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About This Game

Battle Norse raiders, ghosts, and changelings to save medieval England! But beware, if the elves can capture the Book you hold,
the world will end.

Chronicon Apocalyptica is a 250,000-word interactive medieval fantasy novel by Robert Davis. It's entirely text-based, without
graphics or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

You are an Anglo-Saxon scribe in the year 1000. You hold a Book of secrets written generations ago, including this prophecy:
"When Æthelred II is King, he shall not be King, but there shall be an elven changeling in his stead. Should it gain this book and

its ink, the world he shall rend asunder."

The witan advisors to Æthelred have tasked you with a secret mission to research whether the Book is true. Build an unlikely
party of adventurers: a nun, a holy warrior, a bard, a beekeeper, and his bee, each with a mysterious past. Judge a witch trial,

infiltrate the magical land of the elves, and even travel through time on your quest to extract fact from fiction.

Lovers of England's mythic history will delight as you meet Excalibur, the Green Children of Woolpit, and the Tremulous Hand,
a creepy disembodied hand with a predilection for parchment. Put your analytical, investigative, and storytelling skills to the test

as you decide where your loyalties lie: to the church, the crown, or the people of England.

Will you uncover the secret at the heart of English history, or succumb to the evil of the most deadly book ever created?
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 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, bi, or asexual.

 Discover rare sources, excavate ruins, and collect local legends.

 Fight the forces of darkness, or outwit them with your sharp intelligence.

 Explore decaying strongholds, funeral barrows, and even time itself.

 Choose romance or rivalry with your greatest foe.

 Determine who sits on the English throne.
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Pros: Will really open your mind up to how VR can change storytelling.
Cons: Too short.

Overall, I really enjoyed this experience. There were some great visuals in it.. This is a very good story driven indie game. The
atmosphere reflects the story very well. The story is good and grasps you early in the game. One of the biggest pluses is the
creators listen and keep making the game better. If you like horror stories and puzzles it's highly recommended .. It's cliche, but
if you know Choose Your Own Adventure, you know this style of game. Done well, it can be really engaging, and provide a lot
of replay value in going back and finding different outcomes.

Unfortunately, this one didn't really resonate with me. On a mechanical level, the game is fine, with frequent decisions (some
timed) that appear to have a substantial impact on the narrative. It's the narrative itself I take issue with -- the characterization is
very one-dimensional, with each character serving as a simple stereotype.

A bit of personality shorthand is fine for a short game, but these characters are mere caricatures, where every single line is a
repeat of their one overriding personality trait. It makes the game farcical, which removes a lot of (well, all of) the weight from
the decisions; when someone gets hurt or killed, it's difficult to sympathize when everything they've said to that point has been
the same exaggerated characteristic over and over again. Couple this with humor that borders on slapstick and emotional
responses that seem sociopathic and it's hard to take seriously.

To me, for a game like this to work, the decisions have to be something I care about -- the tension comes from wanting to make
the correct decision. Unfortunately, the relative silliness on display here in combination with the flat characters means that ten
minutes in the decisions start feeling fairly arbitrary as I click through for my ending.. Since its release 20 years ago, this game
has never left the #1 spot in my Top 10 favorite games. It is the best game ever created. This is not an opinion, this is empirical
fact. The only thing the steam version could have used was online co-op, but this in no way detracts from the majesty of this
title. It is apt that a company named 'Treasure' would create the most brilliant gem in all of gaming.. A easy to learn game and
fun to play. Untill you to the bosses then it gets real hard and also the high level you go it gets hard, But still fun to play.. As a
Monster Hunter fan, shut up and take my money!. A game for all ages! RECOMMENDED! Overall rating!: 9\/10

Hyss is a third-person puzzle game!

The visuals are stunning and game still looks great with lower settings!
The games puzzles gets progressively harder and have to use alot of creativity to beat some of the puzzles!
I am very curious how my nephew will enjoy this game!

Visuals: 9\/10
Music: 10\/10
Gameplay: 8\/10
Cows: 10\/10
Challange: 8\/10. I am only recommending this game at a heavily discounted price of $10 or under.

I bought this game @ $10. I think it's worth that.
Graphics are better than other VR games of the same price.
The premise and mechanics are nice.
The procedurally generated universe/galaxy is a nice touch.
The difficulty of the survival element in this game is a bit much at the average/normal settings.
My only complaint is the balancing of the elements is off.

As it is, the game is good but not perfect where the difficulty does not scale from the beginning and the lack of addition
information/tutorials would have players lose interest from not realizing certain nuances that make this game unique. Also, the
focus on strategy is not stressed enough. To each their own.. Ugh, wow okay so when I read that this game was "designed music
first, with the gameplay and aesthetic derived from the creative flow of the music production process" I thought HEY here's a
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game that will play like I'm watching the soundscape of some good music unfold in front of me comprised of loosly related
video clips and mini-games that somehow associate with the energy of the music COOL!

Well, ya, you know, in theory that would be cool. This game absolutely did not feel like that for me. Maybe I didnt play it long
enough but after the opening sequence really felt like it was testing my resilience against having an epileptic seisure, then
subsequent mini-games which make no sense, the music feeling like it was not the star of the show, and literally feeling like I
WAS going to have a seisure, I had to turn this game off...

I'm not really sure what they were going for here but honestly I have to say that what this game does best is cause confusion and
induce seisures. I mean, literally... before you can play the game it makes you accept that it might kill you before proceeding.
COOL

Anyway look, it just wasnt a pleasant experience. You could make an argument that the art and video clips in this game are
supposed to get at some deeper meaning about the state of society and moral blah blah but that aspect of this game really was
not executed well. If you want to play a game which lambasts the shotcomings of modern society try this lesser known dystopian
gem: "Beyond good and evil" There are others but I really need to go lay down after playing this game... My head feels fuzzy : \\

Update: 30 minutes later - legit still feeling like I put my brain in a blender
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The second of the Otherworld series, in this one you are seeking the old teacher of the girl you rescued in part 1. She sends you
to gather a bunch of artifacts... but is everything what it seems?

Plot is decent, HO scenes fun, and the minigames entertaining.

Would recommend.. Short, simple and funny game for a few hours.

Nice combination of ARPG (on a rather simple approach) and golf (on a rather simple approach as well). An small world to
explore, full of monsters (that lack on variety very fast), a few dungeons (most of them with the same background) with a few
golf challenges on them, and 9 holes that become 18 after you reduce your handicap enough (9 holes and 9 variations, different
enough to make them a nice challenge).

However, the combat is very easy (the charge attack is too powerfull against almost everything and to cheap to use) even if the
bosses offer a nice change, where you have to learn their patterns to avoid them and hit when they are vulnerable (during the full
game, and even the postgame, I died only once). The golf part is also easy once you get a few shots to see how it works (where
to aim, how much power to use...), as you will be always shooting where you are aiming quite effortless.

Still, while it last, is fun to play.

Some notes and tips:
Level up strengh more than the rest: there is level cap (level 42, quite random) and you may realise you can't lower your scores
just because you can't shoot far away enough. I managed to get a handicap of 5 and is as low as I can go (also, you can't re-spec
[DEVS, this would be rather usefull].
Don't worry about money: if you battle through the encounters you normally find, you will always have enough money for
plenty of items and the new clubs.
Beating the game is not the end: you can unlock a few additional dungeons, up to 6 new clubs (including the ultimate club and
one club that completely trivialize the combat) and, if you lower your handicap enough, you get the alternate version of the 9
holes.. \udb40\udc21. its a very good game, it also has amazing music. This game provides around 5 hours of entertainment
value when one fully plays through as one gender, and flips through as the other just so one could note the text difference in the
endings. Its not worth the asking price though, unless one REALLY wants to see those endings, and if its on a sale of some sort.
With the story itself being bland, a desire for a peaceful game and a yearning for lustful satisfaction are the reasons to fork over
$8 - $10. The game isn't bad by any means, but its not special or unique either. If one does want to spend the money though,
wait for a sale to pop up, and ensure that one has the free uncensored patch downloaded and at the ready.. This is a neat game, a
hidden gem... Very enjoyable. This is a perfect example of Bad VR game design.. This is an adventure, without a plot or driving
narrative. There are some very loose links to Lewis Carol's 'Alice in Wonderland', but even those tenuous links are never really
explored, nor does it have it's own narrative. The story starts no-where and goes nowhere.

Ok what about the game itself? Well, there isn't one. Not really. It is a walking simulator through and through. And one that is
obnoxious in its VR game design. Nothing was built for VR, despite being VR only (on release). Interacting with the world
involves pointing the controller at something and clicking the highlighted object.

Paths that lead up walls and go upsidedown? Sounds great in theory, but he way the game controls the camera is disgusting.
Walk to fast and your world is spinning, but not quite keeping up with your position in the world. It's a vomit fest, and this is
coming from someone who loves spinning around in Elite, and will only use smooth locomotion in games where it is available.

And talking of which, this game doesn't have a clue where you are in the world, leading to graphics that are not in anyway
corresponding to their collidor position in game. When miniturised this made some parts impossible to traverse without being
about 20 meters in the wrong place (actually walking through assets).

Even my height was off by about 50cm, which got worse through the game. I had to install VR Advanced settings, just to enter
in a -0.40 into the height adjustment. At some point I had to up this to -1.2. I was essentially 3 meters tall in-game.

So this game is buggy, not playable without 3rd party apps, no story or plot and no gameplay elements aside from a couple of
throwaway puzzles. Oh and a tiny RC Racing car that is a puke fest, with the controls set up that you can only steer left or right
when moving forward, but you can only move foward and not left and right... seriously, did the dev even play test this? Driving
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the car feels almost like glitching the game. Its terrible.

An insult to VR gamers and really puts me off touching another VR indie game again.

That was the main game, which I completed.

The DLC... oh boy, that made the main game look fully fleshed in comparison.

Don't buy this game. If you're looking for a slow adventure go and try The Solus Project, or Ethan Carter.. Where is my
money??!!!. Pretty bad expansion on a pretty decent game. Controls are terrible for some reason in this one, and the tutorial
doesn't do a good enough job explaining exactly what you should be doing. A lot of grammar errors in the game, I dunno if this
was localization or what, but it's pretty unprofessional.

It SHOULD be good, but it feels like it was rushed out the door to coincide with the new season of Walking Dead starting up,
and it really could have used another couple of months of polish.. bullet hell-esk galaga with really good music, and enemy
formations with minigame(I only made it to the first checkpoint\/boss) its really good time killer for 5$ and with content to soon
be added.

pros:
 gameplay +co-op *duh*
 enemy detail and fx
 gameplay feel
 music <3
con:
 controls are kinda crowed (not too much and isue but its sometimes in the way)

I really recomend this game, has high potental to become greater.
Now to wait for next update o.o
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